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Things are starting to heat up with Summer here! As a reminder to everyone starting in July, we will be
moving our meetings to the Heartland conference room. This will allow us to change up lunch every
month and have lunch catered and brought in, it also means that we have to be able to have an actual account for people that will be attending. Most people do not realize that in the past when we send out the
invite and ask for RSVPs it is not only for the setup of the room but we also have to provide a head count
for lunch. When someone RSVPs and doesn’t show up ETAHU has still had to pay for the plate of that
person because we were charged based on the headcount that we turned in. Even over the years, we have
started cutting back the numbers that we turn in by about 15% - 20% we still ended up paying for lunches
for people that don’t show up. As board members we have gone back and forth on this for the past several years and how to handle it. We are one of the few Chapters that do not require pre-pay when you
RSVP to attend, most other Chapters require you to register online and pre-pay for your lunch in advance. They only accept payment at the door for those that didn’t register ahead of time. I understand
that things do come up and sometimes plans have to be changed but I would ask you to think more along
the lines of you scheduling a meeting with a client when you RSVP. Would you just not show up to a client meeting or cancel right before the meeting was scheduled?

Moving the Heartland Conference room will also allow us to have people who want to attend but skip
lunch, which we haven’t been able to do in the past. We will have a lower cost for those that wish to skip
lunch but still attend the meeting, which is something that we couldn’t do in the past. If anyone has
something that they think would be great for lunch to be catered please let us know so that we can try to
get set up in the coming months.

As a reminder in August, we will be having our Symposium called Cinema CE at the Studio
Movie Grill on Friday, August 26. Sponsorship and Exhibitor packets are going out this week, if
you have any company Rep that you work with that would like to be a Sponsor or Exhibitor
please let one of the board members know so that we can get them a packet. We will also start
sending out invites in the coming weeks please be sure to invite your clients, as well as this
event, which will have a lot of great speakers that are speaking on things that your clients would
enjoy hearing from. We have not done one of
these events in the past couple of years due
to the pandemic and this is the only fundraising
event that ETAHU has done so we must
have a successful event to replenish our budget. Like everything else, it is hard to keep spending money when you are not bringing any money into the budget.

Joe Sherman

ETAHU President
2021-2022
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ETAHU

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2021– 2022
June 2022
June 17, 2022

July 2022
June 15, 2022

August 2022
August 26, 2022

September 2022
September 16, 2022

ETAHU Board Meeting — 10:30-11:30
ETAHU —11:30—1:00
Location — Hollytree Country Club
Speaker: Neils Christiansen
Subject: Educate or Else!
Provider #: 37719
Course #: 119399
CE: 1 Hour

ETAHU Board Meeting — 10:30-11:30
ETAHU —11:30—1:00
Location — Heartland Security Insurance Group
Speaker: TBD
Subject:
TBD
Provider #:
Course #:
CE: 1 Hour
ETAHU Board Meeting — TBD
ETAHU —Symposium—All Day
Location — Studio Movie Grill
See page 6 For list of speakers and courses
ETAHU Board Meeting — TBD
ETAHU —11:30-1:00
Location — Hartland Security Insurance Group
Speaker: Mark Montesi
Subject: TBD
Provider #: TBD
Course #: TBD
CE: TBD

Financial reports are available for review, contact the Association Treasure

ETAHU—Established October 15, 1989

“The way I see it if you want the rainbow, you gotta put up with the rain.” - Dolly Parton
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Niels E. Christiansen has been the President and Owner of ABY Benefits
LLC since 2007. He has an MBA in Operations Management and International Business from Regis University in Denver, Colorado and has
held his SPHR since 2018. Since 2015, Niels has held over 50 seminars
and CE courses on ERISA, COVID, The ACA, COBRA and many other
employee benefit and HR topics.
Niels and the ABY team’s focus is to promote an easy to understand and
customer service first based approach to the alphabet soup of benefit
compliance.
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This space is available as the website sponsor—
Contact Angie Pascual, ETAHU’s Sponsorship
Chair at angela_pascual1@uhc.com
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EAST TEXAS ASSOCIATION OF HEALTH UNDERWRITERS
Presents
2022 Annual Sales Symposium
Friday – August 26, 2022
Studio Movie Grill, Tyler, Texas

**CINEMA CE**
EVENT AGENDA

VENDOR PARTNER SET UP
Symposium Registration
1 HR CE
Carol Bailey
Course Title: Rising Costs of Pharmacy–Why?
Course#: 3135 Provider #: 32408 Provider: TAHU

7:30 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
8:45 a.m. to 9:45 a.m.

1 HR CE
Rusty Rice
10:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
Course Name: Vision Benefit Basics
Course#: 130401 Provider#: 32408 Provider: TAHU
Vendor Partner Visits

11:00 a.m. to 11:15 a.m.

1 HR CE
Louis Harbour
11:15 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.
Course Name: The Use of HSAs as Retirement Plans
Course#: pending
Provider#: 32408 Provider: TAHU
Recognize Gold Sponsors:

12:15 p.m. to 12:30 p.m.

LUNCH

12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m.

Vendor Partner DOOR PRIZE DRAWINGS

1:15 p.m. to 1:35 p.m.

1HR CE
Krista Palmer Crisher
Course Name: Benefit Continuation: COBRA & FMLA,
The Common & Costly Mistakes
Course#: 107372 Provider#: 32408
1 HR CE
Misty Baker
Course Name: TBD
Course#: TBD Provider#: 32408
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1:35 p.m. to 2:35 p.m.

2:50 p.m. to 3:50 p.m.
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Starting in July we will be changing locations from Hollytree Country Club to Heartland
Security Insurance Group (Hibbs-Hallmark).
Address:501 Shelley Dr, Tyler, TX
We will be located in the downstairs conference room.
Prices starting in July:
Members eating—$20, to include CE
Members not eating—CE will be free
Non-members eating—$25, to include CE
Non-members not eating—$5.00 for CE
Pay in advance will be a $5 savings on the meal for members
Non Members cannot pay in advance
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Pandemic, disparities, trust erosion challenge health care
Improving the health care system while negotiating the pandemic created significant challenges for the health care industry, according to Manatt Health, which updated its 2021 list of 10
health care imperatives for the 2020s “Navigating Through The Surges.”
Two years into a new decade and two years into a pandemic, one health care executive described the current health environment as “living our life in surges.” Manatt’s experts gave an
update on these health care imperatives during a webinar on Tuesday.
As COVID-19 took hold, said Darrell Kirch, Manatt national advisor, there were several challenges that made the situation even more dire. Those challenges included:
Erosion of trust. The present time when even well-proven science is mistrusted is unprecedented, he said. “We are living in a time when our emotions make more sense than facts.”
• Epidemic of behavioral health disorders. This was not caused by the pandemic, Kirch
said, but was deepened by it, especially in the wave of behavioral health disorders among
children and adolescents.
• Persistent and widening disparities. This was proven by the large numbers of minorities
who became sick, hospitalized and died during the pandemic.
• Chronic health care workforce shortages and distresses. These also existed prior to the
pandemic, Kirch said, but more clinicians say they are suffering from burnout.
Manatt Health analysts broke down the 10 imperatives.
•

1. Ensuring access. More people in the U.S. have comprehensive health coverage today than

at any time in history, said Julian Polaris, Manatt Health associate. The pandemic has led to
“robust increases” in the number of people with coverage, but many of those coverages will
expire in the near future, he cautioned. Polaris said we can expect to see a significant number
of people lose their coverage when the public health emergency ends in July.
2. Achieving health equity. Health equity “means everyone has the opportunity to achieve

their healthiest life,” said Linda Elam, Manatt Health managing director. “We made a lot of
progress toward advancing and achieving health equity. But we have much more work to do.”
3. Stabilizing the safety net and rebuilding public health. “Safety net hospitals” that serve

individuals in low-income communities “need a bit more love, a bit more attention and a significant amount of investment,” said Ebone Carrington, Manatt Health managing director. She
added that many safety net hospitals were on the brink of insolvency prior to the pandemic, but
the pandemic exposed their fragile financial situation. Among the challenges faced by these
hospitals, she said, are difficulties in recruiting staff and lack of access to funding that would
enable them to transition to offering telehealth.
Continued next page
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Pandemic, disparities, trust erosion challenge health care
(Continued)
4. Addressing social drivers of health. The health care system can’t attain its goals without addressing the
social drivers of health – including issues such as housing and food insecurity – said Elizabeth Osium, Manatt
Health director. The two key components to be successful in this area, she said, are new infrastructure and
community investment.
5. Helping children achieve their potential. COVID-19 imposed many disruptions on children and teens,
which were “truly devastating for their health and development,” said Jocelyn Guyer, Manatt Health managing
director. Compounding that, she said, is “an unprecedented mental health crisis among children and youth.”
The incidence of drug overdoses is also ravaging young people, she said – not because kids are necessarily using drugs more “but they are dying more because of them.” In addition, Native American, Black and Hispanic
children were more likely than white children to lose a parent to COVID-19.
6.Innovating long-term care. “We can and must do better for the millions of older Americans and people
with chronic conditions who want to receive care at home,” said Stephanie Anthony, Manatt Health senior advisor. She also pointed out that nearly one-quarter of the COVID-19 deaths in the U.S. occurred among nursing facility residents and staff. Anthony said she believes people can receive appropriate care in their homes, if
they choose, as long as they have access to appropriate supports.
7. Accelerating digital health care. Almost everyone has tried telehealth at this point, but how does the health
care system sustain the program in telehealth made over the past years? The key, said Manatt Health director
Jared Augenstein, is reimagining clinical care models and how they can be redesigned. In order for that to happen, he said, we need “to expand base on digital health care.”

8. Advancing academic medicine. The shortages and stresses of the clinical workforce brought home the urgency of preparing the workforce needed to meet health care’s needs, Kirch said.
9. Delivering breakthrough treatments. The past two years saw “remarkable developments in vaccines and
MRNA technology developed and brought to market in a quick time frame,” said Michael Kolber, Manatt
Health partner. The research and development pipeline that brings a drug to market is becoming more costly,
he added. Regulation on prescription drug pricing is putting pressure on manufacturers.
10. Securing health data. Alex Dworkowitz, Manatt Health partner, said the increasing amount of data on
patients has raised two challenges: securing data against hackers and the questions of privacy. The top priority
in data security, he said, is ensuring that those who are entrusted with that data have the capacity to protect it

By Susan Rupe for Insurance NewsNet
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Personnel
Despite popular belief, asking for a promotion without
the nod from management can make management nervous about your focus and ambitions. The trick is to position yourself for the next promotion. Prove first by
working above your current level: Document your successes for that next raise request. Volunteer to take on
extra work that will showcase your higher talents. Offer
to help your boss with a key project so he can see you in
action. Volunteer to help in other departments during
critical deadlines. Take classes to learn the skills that will
be necessary at the upper levels.
Corporate Confidential
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How brokers can ease the pain of clients’ high health-care
costs
Benefit plan sponsors know they can rely on their brokers for many insurance products and
voluntary benefits. Brokers, however, also have an opportunity to be even more of a resource
to their clients by offering other services that can help their clients reduce costs while improving employees’ quality of life.
From telehealth solutions and specialty drug management services to utilization management
programs, these tools are the latest way insurance professionals are better meeting their clients’
needs and strengthening these relationships. Gaining greater insight and information about
these solutions and sharing that information with clients is essential for remaining competitive
in today’s evolving market.
3 notable health-care trends and developments
There’s little question that the pandemic changed some of the way Americans receive health
care. Telemedicine, in particular, has gained its footing. According to the Willis Towers Watson’s Healthcare Changes Ahead survey, only 2% of Americans had a telemedicine appointment in 2018. In 2021, McKinsey & C. reported that telehealth use had increased by a factor of
38 times from its pre-COVID-19 levels. Further evidence of the growth of telehealth is the
Kaiser Family Foundation 2021 Employer Health Benefits Survey’s finding that 96% of employers offered telemedicine as a benefit in 2021.

High-cost specialty drugs also are having an impact on the health-care market. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services estimated that the cost of specialty drugs has
been growing by 18% annually since 2014. Based on the AMS 2020 Specialty Drug
Trends Report, these pharmaceuticals now consume 51% of total drug expenses in the
U.S. despite being used by only 2% of the U.S. population. Gaining control over spiraling specialty drug costs has become a top priority for plan sponsors. With this goal in
mind, plan sponsors are turning to specialty drug cost management services, which are
proving to deliver significant results.
health-care utilization management is another resource that has captured brokers’ attention.
Health-care providers have employed utilization management to reduce the number of preventable hospital readmissions in the past. But today, plan sponsors - including businesses, unions,
trust funds, ERISA plans, state programs and associations – recognize the value of utilization
management in containing healthcare costs. Not only is utilization management being used to
reduce unnecessary health-care usage, but medication utilization management solutions can
empower pharmacy managers with evidence-based, data-driven decision making.
Focusing on these three areas can help brokers further establish themselves as true partners in managing their clients’ insurance and related health-care costs.
(Cont. next page)
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How brokers can ease the pain of clients’ high health-care
costs
(Cont.)
Telehealth
Telehealth is now commonly practiced across the U.S. as consumer attitudes toward it have
changed significantly since pre-pandemic days. During the pandemic when in-person medical
appointments became less desirable, consumers who needed a doctor’s “visit” turned to telehealth. Those who were intimidated by the technology aspects or concerned with privacy and
security risks soon realized that a telehealth appointment was a convenient and safe option.

Telehealth platforms have become more advanced recently, and those advancements are winning further support for obtaining health care with this option. We now have integrated telemedicine and nurse helpline platforms that reduce unnecessary emergency department, urgent
care facility and physician office visits. These platforms enable consumers who have nonemergency medical problems or questions to call into a dedicated toll-free line staffed by experienced registered nurses based in the U.S.
The nurse conducts a virtual intake of the caller’s medical problem, recording all relevant information (i.e., contact information, symptoms, concerns). Next, the nurse updates the patient’s
electronic health record with all of this information and then triages the call. Either the nurse
assists the patient fully or transitions the call through the platform for the next level of support
to a physician, specialist, patient health advocate or behavioral health professional. The physician or other professional then takes over as needed and recommends an appropriate treatment
plan.
The benefits of telehealth include the elimination of waiting times to speak with a professional
as well as the convenience of 24/7 virtual access to an experienced health-care professional. In
addition, with no member copays or coinsurance, telehealth can produce significant savings
compared with the costs that are incurred with a visit to the hospital emergency room or an urgent care center. Considering that HealthRx has estimated that 75% of all doctor, ER and urgent care visits are either unnecessary or pose a risk for the patient, this benefit is especially
worth noting.

Brokers looking to bring a telehealth solution to their clients should vet the offerings
carefully because they are not all the same and can differ vastly in terms of a platform’s
features and the experience of the professionals answering the calls. With HealthCareIT
reporting that the global telehealth market size is expected to grow to $638.38 billion
over the period from 2021 to 2028 - a compound annual growth rate of 32.1% - adding a
telehealth solution to your offerings makes good business sense.
(Cont. next page)
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How brokers can ease the pain of clients’ high health-care
costs
(Cont.)
Specialty drug cost management
Drugs designed to treat such critical or chronic conditions such as cancer, arthritis, multiple
sclerosis, Crohn’s disease, hemophilia, cystic fibrosis, and psoriasis continue to rise in costs.
The Evernorth 2020 Drug Trend Report found that the cost cancer drugs increased by an average of 7% in 2020 over 2019 which, given the high cost of these drugs, can be devastating to a
health plan. The average annual cost for specialty drugs including many that treat cancer and
various chronic conditions is estimated at $85,000 according to AARP’s RxPrice Watch. For
rare medical conditions, the annual costs for one claimant can be up to $250,000.
Pharmacy benefit administrative services is one resource that can help plan sponsors better
manage high-cost specialty drugs. These services give patients access to a national network of
retail pharmacies that have mail order capabilities. When used in conjunction with a drug cost
management service, which gives plan sponsors and their members access to alternate forms of
funding for specialty drugs, plan sponsors can achieve significant savings. On average, a plan
sponsor could see a 50% reduction in specialty drug spending.
Additionally, plan sponsors can lower or limit their stop loss liability. Tying the specialty
drug cost management solutions with medical stop loss can be a good selling strategy.
Utilization management
Just as telehealth and specialty drug cost management solutions enable plan sponsors to reduce
the health-care costs, so too does a utilization management service. By assessing the appropriateness and medical necessity of patients’ treatment plans and use of different medical facilities, plan sponsors can benchmark for potential cost reductions.
From inpatient admissions and outpatient visits to ER and home health care visits, utilization
management applies evidence-based information relating to various protocols and treatments.
Unnecessary services are identified, a patient’s progress is tracked, and resources are evaluated
for their medical appropriateness.

Areas for improvements in a patient’s treatment plan are noted along with recommendations
for services or treatments that are not needed. As a result, utilization management reduces
health-care spending and helps mitigate problems such as insurance coverage denials due to
unproven treatments, contract exclusions or documentation errors.
By educating their clients about these resources, brokers can help plan sponsors achieve
the optimum balance between lower health-care costs and higher quality of care.
John Thornton is executive vice president, Amalgamated Life
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President—Joe Sherman
President Elect—Gene Bentley
Secretary—Wendy Bratteli
Treasurer—Angela Bridges
Legislative Chair—Mary Ann Blair
Membership Chair—Joe Sherman
Membership Experience Chair—Open
Professional Development Chair—Open
Website Chair—Beau Bentley
Public Service—D’Ann Miller
Tv / Radio Relations—Craig Smith
Media Relations—Sasha Hunt
Sponsorships—Angie Pascual
Sergeant of Arms—Mark Everett
Newsletter—Cynthia Swanson
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The East Texas Association
of Health Underwriters (ETAHU)



A full-page ad in our award winning
local newsletter the ETAHU Review
circulated electronically each month to all
80+ East Texas members & archived on our
website. (etahu.org)



5 minutes at the podium to pitch your company.



Table in meeting room to display your
marketing materials.



Distribution of your marketing materials to all
meeting attendees.



Verbal Recognition at the meeting, in meeting
agenda distributed to attendees & on website.



!

Contact Angie Pascual, ETAHU Sponsorship Chair to sign up!
Email angela_pascual1@uhc.com
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East Texas Association of
Health Underwriters
LUNCHEON SPONSOR
Name ______________________________ Company Name ____________________________
Address ______________________________________________________________________
City ____________________________ State _______________ Zip _____________________
E-mail ________________________________________________________________________
Please provide a copy of the information you want on our website and in our newsletter.
AMOUNT DUE:

$125.00

Method of Payment _______Check Enclosed (Payable to ETAHU)
_______ Credit Card Charge my credit card in the amount of $________
(Circle one):

MasterCard

Visa

American Express

Discover

Cardholder Name _________________________________________________________
Card number
__________________________________________________________
VAL Code (3-4 digit code on card) ______________ Exp. Date _______________________
I authorize ETAHU to charge my credit card in the above amount. I understand that my
Billing statement will read “East Texas Health Underwriter’s”.
Signature _________________________________________________________________
YOU MAY REQUEST A CHANGE WITHIN 30 DAYS OF THE MEETING.
NO REFUNDS WILL BE ISSUED, YOU MAY RESCHEDULE.
Please mail this form with payment to:
ETAHU
PO Box 133214
Tyler, TX 75713-3214
Or e-mail to Angela Bridges, ETAHU Treasurer at abridges@higginbotham.net
If you have any questions, please contact:
Angie Pascual, ETAHU’s Sponsorship Chair at angela_pascual1@uhc.com
Or call 936-637-3444
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East Texas Association
of Health Underwriters 2021-2022

President

Joe Sherman

972-404-2621

President Elect

Gene Bentley

903-842-4315

Treasurer

Angela Bridges 903-434-4705

ABRIDGES@higginbotham.net

Secretary/ Hospitality

Wendy Bratteli

wendy@brattelibenefitconsulting.com

903-570-5351

JSherman@insxch.com
gene@customizedbenefitplans.com

Professional Development Paula Johnson 972-404-2623

pjohnson@insxch.com

Website
Public Service

Beau Bentley

903-842-4315

beau@customizedbenefitplans.com

Brenda Massey

903-561-8484

Brenda.Massey@hibbshallmark.com

TV/Radio Relations

Craig Smith

903-509-2292

csmith@arkassurance.com

Media Publications

Brenda Massey

903-561-8484

Brenda.Massey@hibbshallmark.com

Sponsorships

Angie Pascual

903-539-4405

Angela_pascual1@uhc.com

Membership

Joe Sherman

972-404-2621

JSherman@insxch.com

Retention

D’Ann Miller

903-561-8484

Dann. Miller@hibbshallmark.com

Legislation/HUPAC

Mary Ann Blair

903-939-6403

mblair@hbins.com

Sergeant at Arms

Mark Everett

903-509-8808

meverett@hbins.com

Newsletter

Cynthia Swanson 903-521-8106
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cswanson2240@yahoo.com
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